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Systematic increase in pollen carryover and its consequences for
geitonogamy in plant populations
W.F. Morris, M.V. Price, N.M. Waser, J.D. Thomson, B. Thomson and D.A. Stratton

Morris,W.E, Price,M. V., Waser,N. M., Thomson,J.D., Thomson,B. and Stratton,
D. A. 1994. Systematicincreasein pollencarryoverandits consequencesfor geitonogamy in plantpopulations.- Oikos 71: 431-440.
The fractionof pollen thatis carriedover fromone flowerto the next as a pollinator
visits a sequence of flowers has a strong effect on patternsof mating in plant
populations.Althoughmost studieshave used simpleexponentialor geometricfunctions to representcarryover,pollen depositionpatternsoften show longer-than-geometrictails, suggestinga systematicincreasein the carryoverfraction.We introducea
changingcarryovermodel that allows the carryoverfractionto increaseor decrease
duringa sequenceof visits. MaximumLikelihoodmethodswere used to fit constant
andchangingcarryovermodelsto twelvepreviouslypublisheddatasets. A modelwith
an increasingcarryoverfractionprovideda betterfit thana constantcarryovermodelin
75%of the cases examined.We foundonly partialevidencefor one proposedcauseof
increasingcarryover,theburialof donorpollenbeneathpollencollectedfromrecipient
flowers.Finally,we use theresultsforIpomopsisaggregata,a hummingbird-pollinated
plantthatpresentsmanyflowerssimultaneously,to show thatthe changingcarryover
model predictsless pollen will be transferredamong flowers on the same plant
(geitonogamy)thandoes a constantcarryovermodelfit to the sameexperimentaldata.
W. Morris, Dept of Zoology, Duke Univ., Box 90325, Durham, NC 27708-0325,
USA. - M. V Price and N. M. Waser, Dept of Biology, Univ. of California, Riverside,
CA 92521, USA. - J. D. Thomson and B. Thomson, Ecology and Evolution Dept, State
Univ. of New York, Stony Brook, NY 11794-5245, USA. - D.A. Stratton, Dept of
Ecology and Evolution, Princeton Univ., Princeton, NJ 08544, USA.

Carryover of pollen as pollinators move from flower to
flower has long been recognized as a factor that affects
the extent of gene flow in plant populations (Levin and
Berube 1972, Levin and Kerster 1974, Schaal 1980). As a
result, the extent of pollen carryover has now been quantified for several plant-pollinator systems (Thomson and
Plowright 1980, Price and Waser 1982, Waser and Price
1982, Campbell 1985, Galen and Plowright 1985, Geber
1985, Svensson 1985, Thomson 1986, Thomson et al.
1986, Waser 1988, Thomson and Thomson 1989, Robertson 1992, Morris et al. 1995). The picture that emerges
from these studies is that, although the amount of donor
pollen deposited does decline after the first flower visit,
some pollen continues to be deposited even after many
visits. Faced with ubiquitous pollen carryover, pollination

biologists have now realized that a range of carryover
patterns are likely, and that different patterns may have
different consequences for reproduction and gene flow.
In previous studies, the most commonly used description of carryover has been either an exponential function
(Lertzman and Gass 1983, Geber 1985, Svensson 1985)
or its discrete analog, a geometric function (Bateman
1947, Primack and Silander 1975, Plowright and Hartling
1981, Crawford 1984, Campbell 1985, Galen and Rotenberry 1988, Robertson 1992, de Jong et al. 1992a,b,
1993). Such curves would be expected if the fraction of
donor pollen remaining on the pollinator that is carried
over to the next flower (hereafter denoted the "pollen
carryover fraction") remains constant throughouta visitation sequence. However, several authors have noted de-
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Table 1. Pollen carryoverdata sets analyzed.
Data
set

Plant
species

Pollen carryover
1
Ipomopsis
aggregata
2

Delphinium
nelsonii
Delphinium
nelsonii
Delphinium
nelsonii
Linaria vulgaris

3
4
5
6
7A
7B

Erythronium
americanum
Erythronium
grandiflorum
Erythronium

grandiflorum

8

Erythronium
grandiflorum

Dye carryover
9A
Ipomopsis
9B
9C
*

Totalno.
of visits

11

250

7

85

Waser 1988

6

133

Waser 1988

6

203

Waser 1988

9

86

Thomson 1986

None

24

303

Thomson 1986

Bombus occidentalis

None

10

385

Bombus occidentalis

Anthers of

6

212

Thomson et al.
1986
Thomson et al.

None

23

822

Thomson and
Thomson 1989

Hummingbirds*

None

11

148

Price and Waser

Hummingbirds*

Recipients
emasculated
Anthersof
recipientsbrushed

6

247

6

144

Price andWaser
1982
Price and Waser
1982

Special
treatments

Hummingbirds*

Recipients
emasculated

Bombus flavifrons

Selasphorus
platycercus
Bombus fervidus

Recipients
emasculated
Recipients
emasculated
Recipients
emasculated
Recipients

Bombus ternarius

Bombus appositus

Bombus occidentalis

Hummingbirds*

Waserand Price
1982

emasculated

recipientsbrushed

1986

1982

aggregata

Ipomopsis
aggregata
Ipomopsis
aggregata

Reference

No. of
runs

Pollinator
species

Selasphorous rufus and S. platycercus.

viations from a simple exponential pattern;typically, the
observed amount of pollen deposited late in the visitation
sequence is greater than predicted by the best-fit exponential model (e.g. see Fig. 1 in Thomson et al. 1986).
Such longer-than-exponential tails suggest that the carryover fraction may increase systematically during a
flower visitation sequence. Morris et al. (1995) presented
a suite of mechanistic models that predict deposition
patterns with longer-than-exponential tails, and found
that the long-tailed models fit experimental data for Brassica campestris better than a simple exponential model.
Because long-tailed deposition has significant ecological
and evolutionary implications, pollination biologists need
to determine how often an exponential (or geometric)
model fails to adequately describe pollen carryover.
Here, we evaluate the evidence for increasing pollen
carryover (and the long-tailed deposition patterns it
generates) in previously published studies. We first propose a discrete model that allows pollen carryover to vary
systematically during the course of a visitation sequence.
Specifically, the model can portray either increasing or
decreasing carryover; the geometric model represents the
special case of constant carryover. We then use Maximum Likelihood methods both to estimate the carryover
fraction and to determine whether a constant or changing
carryover model provides a better fit to 12 previously
published data sets. Finally, we discuss the potential
consequences of changing carryover for mating patterns
in plant populations.
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Methods
Sources of data
The twelve data sets used in the analysis are summarized
in Table 1. The data represent all the carryover studies the
authors have published in which the sample size was
sufficient to characterize the carryover pattern.Details of
the experimental methods are provided in the original
papers. In a typical pollen deposition experiment, pollinators were allowed to collect pollen from one or more
donor flowers, and then to pay single visits to a sequence
of recipient flowers whose stigmas were censused for
donor pollen grains. The studies in Table 1 used two
techniques to avoid confusing donor and non-donor pollen grains on recipient stigmas. Thomson and colleagues
took advantage of a pollen color polymorphism in
Erythronium spp. to differentiate donor and recipient
pollen (Table 1, data sets 6, 7A, 7B and 8). The other
studies used emasculated recipient flowers to assure that
any pollen grains deposited were produced by the donor
flower(s) (see also Thomson and Plowright 1980, Campbell 1985, Galen and Plowright 1985, Geber 1985, Thomson 1986, Waser 1988, Robertson 1992). One concern
regarding the emasculated recipient method is that it may
preclude the normal layering of pollen on the pollinator's
body, a process that might retardthe deposition of donor
pollen due to its temporary burial beneath non-donor
pollen acquired at later visits (Price and Waser 1982,
OIKOS 71:3 (1994)
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Models of pollen deposition
We fit two modelsto each dataset to determinewhether
pollencarryoverwas constant.The constantcarryoveror
geometricmodelhas the generalform(cf. Bateman1947,
PrimackandSilander1975,PlowrightandHartling1981,
Crawford1984, Campbell1985, Robertson1992):
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certainlyanalogous;we includedthese datasets in order
to addressthe potentialimportanceof pollen layering.
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wherePnis the numberof donorpollen grainsdeposited
on the nth visit and a and 3 are constants that can be

interpretedas follows. The parameter13representsthe
fractionof donorpollen removedfrom the pollinatorat
each visit. Pollen may be removedby depositiononto
stigmasor otherflower parts,by groomingactivitiesof
the pollinator,or by simplyfallingoff. The totalnumber
of donorpollen grainsdepositedon stigmasaftera large
numberof recipientflowers has been visited equalsct/a
(see Appendix).If we assumethatremovaloccursonly
throughdepositiononto stigmas,then eq. 1 becomes:
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where k is the fraction of donor pollen remaining on the
pollinator that is deposited per visit (hence 1-k is the
Fig. 1. The effect of the parameterb in eq. 2 on A) the fraction carryoverfraction, and (l-k)n-l is the fraction of the donor
of pollendeposited(or one minusthe pollencarryoverfraction) pollen remaining on the pollinator after n-1 visits) and Po
and B) depositionpatternof donorpollen.
represents the total number of pollen grains delivered to
recipient stigmas (since al/ = k P/X). In this case, Po is
also the number of pollen grains collected from the donor
Lertzman and Gass 1983, Thomson et al. 1986, Robert- flower.
son 1992, Morris et al. 1995). Re-emergence of buried
If there are multiple avenues by which pollen may
pollen could produce a long tail to the carryover curve, leave the pool on a pollinator's body, then we require
which might not be seen with emasculated recipients. A additional information to estimate the
deposition fraction
second concern is that the absence of anthers may change X
(see Appendix). For some of the data sets listed in Table
a pollinator's stance, thus influencing the degree of stig1, we do not know if processes other than deposition are
matic contact. To examine the effect of recipient pollen
responsible for pollen removal (exceptions are the Erython the deposition pattern of donor pollen, we included in ronium
spp. (Harder and Thomson 1989) and Ipomopsis
our analysis data from two studies that explicitly manipaggregata (de Jong et al. 1993), in which substantial
ulated recipient pollen. First, Thomson et al. (1986) com- amountsof
non-depositionalpollen loss have been obpared deposition of pollen from the red pollen morph of served or estimated).Thus, althoughwe used eq. 2 to
Erythronium grandiflorum on yellow-pollen recipient representconstantcarryover,we makethe followingcaflowers that were either unmanipulated (Table 1, data set veat
(see Appendix). When non-depositionalpollen
7A) or whose anthers were brushed to remove pollen, losses are important,then 1) the estimatedk
represents
leaving the empty anther sacs in place to encourage a the totalfractionof pollenremovedper visit, notjust the
normal stance (data set 7B). Second, Price and Waser fraction
depositedonto the recipientstigma;and 2) the
(1982) compared the deposition patterns of fluorescent estimate of Po representsthe total
pollen delivery to
dye on recipient flowers of Ipomopsis aggregata whose recipients,which will be less thanthe amountof pollen
anthers were either unmanipulated (data set 9A), brushed removedfrom the donor.
(data set 9B) or removed (data set 9C). We caution that
We comparedeq. 2 to a changingcarryovermodel:
these last 3 data sets quantified deposition of dye and hot
n-l
actual pollen grains. Carryover of dye may not be exactly
to
and
Price
1982, Pn Po knbH (1-kkb)
comparable pollen carryover (Waser
(3)
Thomson et al. 1986, Waser 1988), but the processes are
k=l

Visit
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Table2. Maximumlikelihoodparameterestimatesand BIC valuesfor the constant(eq. 2) and changing(eq. 3) pollen carryover
models.Best-fitmodelsare indicatedby asterisks.t: simplexalgorithmdid not converge;no parameterestimateswere obtained.
Data
set

Model

Constant
Changing
Constant
Changing
Constant
Changing
Constant
Changing
Constant
Changing
Constant
Changing
Constant
Changing
Constant
Changing
Constant
Changing
Constant
Changing
Constant
Changing
Constant
Changing

I
2
3
4
5
6
7A
7B
8
9A
9B
9C

Parametervalues
Po

X

b

444
618
767
1012
1091
1048
462

0.0486
0.0442
0.132
0.120
0.0725
0.0695
0.0146
t
0.202
0.179
0.303
0.372
0.181
0.251
0.208
0.335
0.176
0.241
0.0931
0.116
0.0247
7.4x10-5
0.0392
0.0361

na
-0.201
na
-0.289
na
0.0699
na
t
na
-0.368
na
-0.487
na
-0.265
na
-0.461
na
-0.260
na
-0.369
na
-0.304
na
-0.0895

t

2682
3555
59.0
64.3
185
186
293
298
279
281
244
301
867
4.25x105
1122
1348

in which the fraction of remaining pollen deposited on the
nthvisit is knb (thus k in the changing carryover model
represents the fraction of the initial pollen load that is
deposited on the first visit). A negative value of the
parameter b corresponds to a deposition fraction that
declines with visit number (Fig. 1A); hence the carryover
fraction increases. An increasing carryover fraction results in a pattern of pollen deposition with longer-thangeometric tails (Fig. 1B). Conversely, positive b values
indicate increasing deposition (or declining carryover),
which produces sigmoidal deposition patterns with shorter-than-geometric tails. When b=0, the changing carryover model reduces to the constant carryover model.
We used Maximum Likelihood techniques to estimate
the best-fit parametervalues for the two models. We first
assumed that the number of pollen grains (or dye particles) deposited on the stigma of recipient n represents a
Poisson random variable with expectation Pn, as given by
eq. (2) or (3). The likelihood of an experimental data set
given a particular model is:
N

j
(Pnj)Vexp{-Pn} /V!

L =I
j=l

where N is the total number of recipient flowers in a data
set (Table 1), vj is the observed number of pollen grains
deposited on flower j, and nj is the position of flower j in
a visitation sequence (note that we have calculated the
likelihood by combining the data from all runs in a data
434

Max. log
likelihood
5126
5142
13175
13208
15404
15408
870
t
99661
99844
1582
1676
2978
3043
3912
4073
12781
12985
1563
1595
7115
7187
9666
9669

BIC

5121
5134*
13171
13201*
15399
15401
t
99656
99837*
1576
1667*
2972
3034*
3906
4065*
12774
12974*
1558
1587*
7111
7178*
9661
9662

set). Taking logarithms and subtracting a constant term
yields the log likelihood function:
N

L = I vj n Pnj- P
j=1
For all combinations of models and data sets, we used the
simplex algorithm (Press et al. 1986: 326-330) to identify
the parameter values that maximized L (Pascal program
available upon request from W. F. Morris).
To determine which model provided a better fit to a
particular data set, we computed the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) for each model:
1
BIC = L,,ma--

ln N

where p is the number of parameters in the model
(Schwarz 1978). If one model produces a BIC value that
exceeds the corresponding value for the competing model
by 1 or more, the model with the greater BIC value is
judged to provide a superior fit to the data (Sakamoto et
al. 1986). Since increasing the number of parametersin a
model tends to decrease the BIC value, this criterion
discriminates against overly parameterizedmodels. For N
>3, the BIC is more conservative than the more familiar
Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike 1973) in that it is
OIKOS71:3 (1994)
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Fig. 2. The observed number of donor pollen grains or dye particles (means ? 1 s.e.) compared to the predictions of the best-fit

constant(dashedlines) andchanging(solid lines) carryovermodels.Numbersin the upperrightcorer of eachgraphcorrespondto
the data sets listed in Table 2, and asterisksindicatethat the changingcarryovermodel providesa betterfit than the constant
carryovermodel (see Table2).
more likely to reject the model with more parameters in
favor of the simpler model.

Results
Constant vs changing carryover fraction
The Maximum Likelihood parameter estimates and BIC
values for both carryover models are given in Table 2. For
9 of the 12 data sets we examined, the changing carryover
model fit the experimental data better than the constant
model. (For data set 4, in which carryover was especially
28* OIKOS 71:3 (1994)

erratic (see Fig. 2), the search algorithm failed to
converge upon reasonable parameter estimates for the
changing carryover model; hence the constant model is
superior by default). Furthermore,in all 9 of these data
sets, the best estimate of the parameter b was negative,
indicating that the pollen carryover fraction increased
with increasing visit number. The observed deposition
patterns are compared to the predictions of the two deposition models in Fig. 2. For all data sets in which the
changing carryover model was judged to provide a better
fit, the predicted pattern of rapid initial deposition followed by a longer-than-geometric tail accords better with
the experimental data.
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The effect of recipient pollen on carryover of
donor pollen
For both Erythronium grandiflorum and Ipomopsis ag-

gregata, pollen carryoverincreasedwith visit number
whenrecipientantherswereunmanipulated
(datasets 7A
and9A, Table2). Increasingcarryoverwas still observed
when the anthersof E. grandiflorumrecipients were
brushed(data set 7B, Table 2), while the differencein
BIC values betweenthe two modelswas too smallto be
conclusivefor brushed-anther
recipientsof I. aggregata
(dataset 9C, Table2). Finally,emasculatedrecipientsof
I. aggregataalso exhibitedan increasingcarryoverfraction (dataset 9B, Table2).

Discussion
The most strikingresultof our analysisis that,in 75%of
the data sets examined, the pollen carryoverfraction
appearsto increaseover the course of a pollinationsewe detectedincreasingcarryoverat
quence.Furthermore,
least once for each of the six plantspeciesrepresentedin
the data,andfor bothbumblebeeandhummingbird
pollinators,suggestingthat systematicvariationin carryover
may be a widespreadfeatureof plant-pollinator
systems
(see also Morriset al. 1995). If so, the earlierview that
the interactionbetween a plant and a pollinatorcan be
characterizedby a single pollen carryoverfraction is
probablytoo simplistic.Ourintentin presentingalternative models and MaximumLikelihoodmethodsfor estimatingparametersis to encouragefuturestudiesto test
for changesin carryover.
The changingcarryovermodel (eq. 3) is phenomenological in that it does not explicitly includethe mechanism generatingthe change. Several authorshave discussed possible mechanismsthatwould cause carryover
to deviatefrom a geometricpattern.Pollen grainscould
differin how well they are attachedto the pollinator,so
thatweaklyadheringgrainsaredepositedrapidly,resulting in increasingcarryoverof the more firmly attached
pollengrains(Thomsonet al. 1986).Therapiddeposition
of weakly adheringpollen may be hastened by the
grooming activities of the pollinator(Thomson 1983,
1986). A carryoverfractionthathas a constantmeanbut
variesstochasticallyfromvisit to visit will also generatea
long-tailedpatternof pollen depositionthat mimics an
increasingcarryoverfraction(Morriset al. 1995).A third
mechanismthatwould increasecarryoveris the layering
of pollenacquiredfromrecipientflowerson top of donor
pollen (PriceandWaser1982, Lertzmanand Gass 1983,
Thomson 1983, Morris et al. 1995). Our analysis of
studiesthatexplicitlymanipulatedrecipientpollen (data
sets 7A,B and9A,B,C) yieldedonly partialevidencefor
pollen layering.If the increasein carryoverin latervisits
436

weredue entirelyto burialof donorpollenbeneathrecipient pollen, we would expect a geometric deposition
patternwhen recipientpollen is eliminated,but a longtailed patternfor intact recipients.Yet we observed a
reciplong-tailedpatternof carryoverfor brushed-anther
visitedby bumblebees (dataset 7B,
ientsof Erythronium
Table2), suggestingthatmechanismsotherthanlayering
are primarilyresponsiblefor the change in carryover
fraction.One possiblemechanismis a declinein pollinator grooming over the visitation sequence. Harder
(1990a) has shown that bumblebees are more likely to
groom after visiting rewardingflowers. Since bumble
bees did not acquire pollen from brushed-antherrecipients,theirpropensityto groommayhavebeenhighest
immediatelyafterthey left the donorflower,resultingin
lower initial carryover.This hypothesiswould also explain why the carryoverpatternactuallyhad longertails
when recipientantherswere brushedto remove pollen
(b = -0.461) than when intact recipients were used
(b=-0.265), since bumble bees would be expected to
continueactive groomingwhile visiting pollen-richrecipients.For Ipomopsisaggregatavisited by hummingbirds, carryoverdid shift from a long-tailedpatternfor
intactrecipients(data set 9A, Table2, b = -0.369) to a
geometricpatternwhen recipientantherswere brushed
(data set 9C, Table 2), which is consistentwith pollen
layering. However, factors other than pollen layering
must also be operatingin this system, since removalof
recipientpollenby emasculationratherthanby brushing
anthersyieldedlong-tailedcarryover(dataset 9B, Table
2, b = -0.304). Onepossibilityis thatmechanicaldisturbanceby anthershomogenizesthe donorpollenon a hummingbird'sbill by looseningthe subsetof pollen grains
thatwouldotherwiseadheretightly.Emasculationwould
then lead to long-tailedcarryoveras weakly adhering
pollenis depositedquickerthanmore"sticky"pollen.For
this hypothesisto be true,the effect of mechanicaldisturbanceby anthersmustbe maskedby pollenlayeringin
orderto be consistentwith long-tailedcarryoverin intact
recipients.Theseresultspointto the needfor experiments
that explicitly manipulatepollen layeringand other aspects of pollentransfermechanicsin orderto resolvethis
issue definitively. Nevertheless, our analysis does
demonstratethatlayeringis not requiredto generatenongeometricdepositionpatterns,since such patternswere
observedin the absenceof recipientpollen.
Regardlessof the causal mechanism,long-tailedpatternsof carryoverhave importantimplicationsfor plant
Morris(1993) andMorriset al. (1995)have
reproduction.
discussedthe impactof long-tailedcarryoveron pollen
dispersaldistance.Pollen carryoveralso determinesin
partthe relativerates of selfing vs outcrossingin plant
populations.Several authorshave argued that a high
pollencarryoverfractionwill reducethe amountof geitonogamoustransferof self pollen among flowers on a
plant (Crawford1984, Geber 1985, Richards1986, de
Jonget al. 1992a,b, 1993, Robertson1992).By analogy,
we expectthatby increasingtherelativeamountof pollen
OIKOS 71:3 (1994)

that is not deposited until late in a visitation sequence
(Fig. iB), a systematically increasing carryover fraction
will reduce geitonogamous pollen transfer in plants with
multiple open flowers, and thereby increase pollen export.
To examine the quantitative effect of changing carryover for geitonogamy, we used the results for hummingbirds visiting Ipomopsis aggregata (data set 1, Tables 1 and 2) to compare the levels of geitonogamy
predicted by the best-fit constant and changing carryover
models. L aggregata individuals present as many as 50
flowers simultaneously at peak flowering (de Jong .et al.
1992b), and hummingbird visits to multiple flowers on
the same plant are common. In addition, the application
of self pollen to stigmas of I. aggregata strongly reduces
seed set (Waser and Price 1991), suggesting a strong
advantage to factors that reduce geitonogamy. We computed two measures suggested by de Jong et al. (1993) to
summarize the consequences of within-plant pollen transfer. The "fraction geitonogamy", G, is the average over
all flowers visited of the fraction of the pollen deposited
on a stigma that originates from other flowers on the
same plant. The fraction geitonogamy provides an index
of the potential impact of interfloral pollen transfer on
female fitness in plants such as L aggregata in which self
pollen is lower in quality than outcross pollen. The "fraction pollen export" F is the fraction of all pollen collected
from a plant that is exported to other plants; by reducing
F, geitonogamy may reduce the male fitness of a plant
through pollen discounting.
We assume that a hummingbird forages on a long
series of donor flowers, and that Q pollen grains are
transferredto the bird's bill at each visit. We also assume
that during a visit, a bird first deposits pollen on the
stigma and then acquires pollen from the anthers. That is,
we neglect autodeposition of self pollen within a flower
(including autodeposition does not alter the consequences
of changing carryover rates for geitonogamy). We then
calculate G and F for an increasing number of visits to
flowers on a recipient plant.
In calculating G, we compute the amount of self and
outcross pollen deposited on each flower of a recipient
plant in the course of a hummingbird visit. To do so, we
first recognize that a changing carryover fraction imparts
an age structureto the pollen load attachedto a hummingbird's bill, because a greater fraction of recently collected
pollen is deposited per visit than older pollen. Hence if
Xi= Xibrepresents the fractional deposition of pollen that
has resided on the pollinator for i visits, the first flower
on the recipient plant will receive X,Q outcross pollen
grains from the last donor flower visited, X2(l-XI)Qgrains
from the penultimate donor flower, and in general

pollen load i visits previously. The total outcross pollen
deposited on the first recipient flower 01 is the sum over
all age classes of donor pollen on the bird:
o oo+0
_
i-l
-=p
O1 = Q kl +

ki f
i=2

(1-j)?

j=l1

The term inside the square brackets is the probability that
a pollen grain will eventually be deposited after an infinite number of visits, which must equal 1; hence O0= Q.
The second and subsequent flowers visited on the recipient plant will receive fewer than Q outcross pollen
grains, because some of the pollen on the bird will now
be self pollen from earlier recipient flowers. In general,
the amount of outcross pollen deposited on the nth recipient flower is:
(

ifn=1;

n=

i (kj ii(1-kj)

i=n

ifn>l.

j=l

By our assumptionthat birdsfirst depositpollen on the
stigmaandthenpick up pollen fromthe anthers,the first
recipientflower receives no self pollen, the second receives klQ self pollen grains from the first recipient
flower, and in general, the number of self pollen grains
deposited on the nth recipient flower is:

0
i
Sn =

ifn=l;
if n = 2;

klQ
n-

+

S,

i-l

/

ki I (1-kj)
i=2

_-

\-

if n>2.

j=l

Thefractiongeitonogamouspollendepositedon recipient

flower n is gn= Sn/(Sn+ On). Because S =0, the fraction
geitonogamy for the first recipient flower, gl, is zero.
Next we observe that

kjyt (1-j)

E
Sn+on= Q Ci-l
ki +n-l
i=2

_
oo

j=1
i-

+ Q E kif-I(-j)
_ i=n

=Q

1
_

+

j= 1

Ei

i=2

1i-

=Q.

(1-)j)
j=1

_

i-I

Q9 I

(l-j)

j=l

grains from the donor flower that contributed to the
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That is, the total amountof pollen depositedequalsthe
amountof pollen acquiredby the hummingbird,as expected when the pollen load on the bird has reached
equilibrium.Consequently,
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carry off Q recipient pollen grains, and F will equal 1. If
N > 1 recipient flowers are visited, the bird will carry off
Q grains from the last recipient flower, (1-X,)@ grains
from the penultimate flower, etc. In general,

(.
1.0-

>%

E 0.8'

-

Cd

o

EN=Q

0.6

0.4

i

(1-i-j)

1+s
_

0
0)

N-l/

i=l

j=l

pollen grains will be exported. The total amount of recipient pollen collected is NQ; hence the fraction pollen
export is:

0.2
0

*'

00

EN
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F=- N

50
...?NQ.

Number of tlowers visitea
g,

/N
Ni

1

1+

N
-

i=1 \j=

-

(5)

_

As is true for G, F is independent of the amount of pollen
acquired per visit.
U.
We substituted the parameter estimates k = 0.0442 and
b = -0.201 for the changing carryover model (data set 1,
Lo
Table 2) into eqs 4 and 5 to calculate G and F To
calculate the expected levels of geitonogamy for the conCU
x
stant carryover model, we set Kifor all pollen age classes
Q)
equal to the best-fit estimate of the constant deposition
fraction (i.e. we set k= 0.0486 and b=0 in eqs 4 and 5;
c
a)
for equivalent expressions for G and F when carryover is
constant, see de Jong et al. 1992a, 1993). The two car51
0
ryover models make strikingly different predictions about
geitonogamy, despite the fact that the parameters for the
CL
2 models were estimated from the same data set (Fig. 3).
0c
For example, if a hummingbirdvisits 12 flowers per plant
(which equals the mean number of open flowers per plant
Cu
40
50
20
30
0
10
at the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory(de Jong et
u.
al. 1992b)), G is 24.6% lower (0.172 vs 0.228) and F is
Number of flowers visited
7.2% higher (0.828 vs 0.772) for the changing carryover
model than for the constant model. For any number of
Fig. 3. The predicted fraction geitonogamy and fraction pollen
export(see text,eqs 4 and5) for the best-fitconstant(thinlines) flowers visited, the changing carryover model predicts a
andchanging(heavylines) carryovermodelsfor hummingbirds
lower fraction geitonogamy and a higher fraction pollen
visiting Ipomopsis aggregata.
export than the constant carryover model. This example
illustrates that accurate descriptions of pollen carryover
patterns are needed to correctly predict patterns of mating
0
ifn=l
in plant populations. It also supports the view that a
systematic increase in the pollen carryover fraction will
if n=2
X1
,
reduce the effects of geitonogamy on both male and
= <
n-1
i\
gn =
female fitness in mass-blooming plants such as I. aggreif n>2
k,+
d,ki (1-;j)
e
gata.
i=2
j=l
Note that the fraction geitonogamy does not depend on
the amount of pollen that adheres to the bill per visit. The
average fraction geitonogamy when N recipient flowers
are visited is:
1
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N

gn

G=-E

(4)

Nn=I

The fraction pollen export F is simpler to calculate. If a
hummingbird visits only a single recipient flower, it will
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Appendix
Estimating multiple routes of pollen removal from
pollinators
If the donor pollen collected by a pollinator can have
multiple fates, the appropriatemodel for constant pollen
carryover is more complex than eq. 2. For example, let us
assume that a constant fraction X of the remaining donor
pollen is deposited on each flower visited, but that an
additional fraction d is dropped or groomed from the
pollinator's body, and hence is never deposited onto
recipient stigmas (see de Jong et al. 1993 for a slightly
different measure of pollen loss). This scenario is portrayed by the model:
Pn = X Po [l-(h +d)]n-l.

(Al)

Like eq. 2, eq. Al predicts a geometric decrease in the
number of pollen grains deposited in the course of a
visitation sequence. However, we cannot estimate all
three parametersX, d, and Po if we know only the number
of pollen grains deposited on recipient stigmas. The reason is that there are only two free parameters in eq. Al,
since the model can be rewritten in the form of eq. 1 by
setting a = X Po and P = X + d. Maximization procedures
(such as the simplex algorithm that we used to fit carryover models to deposition data) will invariably set
d = 0, inflate the estimate of X, and deflate the estimate of
Po. However, if an independent estimate of the amount of
donor pollen collected by the pollinator (i.e. Po) is available, then values for both X and d can be determined from
deposition data. (For methods of estimating Po, see Har439

der and Thomson 1989 and Harder1990b).One would
simplyfit eq. 1 to the datato obtainestimatesof a and,3,
set k = a/Po, and set d= - k.
Total pollen delivery

The total numberof donorpollen grainsthat arriveon
recipientstigmas(S) can be calculatedby summingeq. 1
over all recipients:

1) or via depositioncombinedwith otherlosses (3 = k + d
as in eq. Al). Hence the total pollen delivery when
non-depositionalpollen removaloccursis kPJ( + d).
Caveat for using eq. 2 when non-depositional pollen
removal occurs

If one wereto use eq. 2 whensignificantnon-depositional
pollen removaloccurs, then the parameterestimates .,
00
andPono longerrepresentthe truevalues of the deposition
fractionand the amountof donorpollen collected,
S=
ac(-P)n"-1= a+a (l-,3) + a (1-P3)2
+... (A2)
n=l
respectively.Comparisonof eqs (2) and(Al) shows that
. is an estimateof k + d, the totalfractionof donorpollen
Because[3< 1, the infinitegeometricseriesA2 converges removedper visit, and Po is an estimateof kPJ( + d)
to a/c. Note thatthis resultis validregardlessof whether (whichis the total pollen deliverywith non-depositional
pollenremovaloccursvia depositiononly (1 = X as in eq. pollen removal;see above).
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